About GoNepal

Our main office is located in Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Our subsidiary office is located in
Kathmandu, Nepal.
This site is up and running but far from complete. If you want to take a look, please do. The
website development is an ongoing affair with the assistance of npn.com.np. We very much
appreciate any comments on our website from suggestions to being made aware of incorrect
information on our website.
Our programs will be of a cultural nature as opposed to the many trekking programs that are
available from other travel-agents. We will make special efforts to create programs which will
support the Nepal Tourism Year 2011.
If you want to know more, have special interest, have great ideas or want to do business with
us, please don't hesitate to contact us. Our Speciality Nepal Tours & Travel is the specialist in
organizing Group-travel from 2 persons and up. We have excellent knowledge and experience
for group travel in Nepal in the fields of lodging, restaurants and transportation.
TAILORMADE TRAVELPROGRAMS:
Our local staff in Nepal (both Nepali and Dutch) are very well informed about Nepal in general:
traditions and way of life, and in particular are very proficient in knowledge about cultural sites,
local customs/festivals, hotels, travel opportunities, transport, restaurants etc. in all we know
how to plan all your wishes into a tailor-made travel itinerary, based on your desires, plans and
requirements and/or your budget. Tell us what you want and 100% we can accommodate you to
and in Nepal. !!
Nepal Tours & Travel: a true blend of Culture and Nature !!!!
Our main goal is to promote and show Nepali Culture & Nature to YOU !!!
For this we are setting up a large number of fixed programs which can be connected to the
available flight-schedules, providing direct or indirect flights from London, Frankfurt or
Amsterdam to Kathmandu which will bring Nepal closer to you then you think.
We are offering 2 sorts of programs which all, in essence will provide the same cultural
experience, but 1 set of programs (our DeLuxe Trips) will be set up for those who want to be
really pampered, stay in luxury hotels etc. , and the other (Standard Trips) are more packaged
deals and therefore will be cheaper in price. Both programs are executed with the same care
and accompanied by the groups own tourguide who will speak Nepali, English, German or
Dutch.
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